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Labor Day
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First day of autumn
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PASTOR’S PEN
by Pastor Mark Lovett
Daily Prayer: It’s not the How that’s hard, but the Why
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Prayer is the virtuous habit of the Christian. Caring for the poor, visiting
the sick, and feeding the hungry could be said to be virtuous in themselves,
but can be done by anyone, Christian or no. But prayer can only be done by
the Christian because only the Christian has the Spirit of the Lord by whom
we cry out, “Our Father.” So what truly separates a Christian from an unbeliever isn’t going to church - unbelievers can and do go to church - but a life
of prayer. Which means prayer isn’t really meditation in the popular sense,
since unbelievers can meditate; neither is it merely petitioning a higher
power since unbelievers can do that too, at least they can believe they are;
neither is it simply “conversation” with God since unbelievers have conversations with their gods, too.
Rather, prayer is communion with Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. More
pointedly, prayer is communion with the Father through the Son by the
Spirit (Rom. 8:12-15) This communion with the Father is the goal of the
Christian life, as the Lord Jesus says, “Let not your hearts be troubled. Believe in God; believe also in me. In my Father's house are many rooms. If it
were not so, would I have told you that I go to prepare a place for you? And
if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and will take you to myself, that where I am you may be also. And you know the way to where I
am going” (St. John 14:1-4).
But prayer is hard because of the Old Adam. The flesh is against the
things of the Spirit and by the Spirit we must put to death the needs of
the flesh (Rom. 8:12-15). So prayer is truly a discipline, a training in the
Spirit against the flesh. It is a training that must master and control the
flesh, which has no communion with God until that day death is put
under the Lord’s feet and our bodies are transformed to be like
His glorious body. Our Lord took on our flesh so that we - flesh and soul would have communion with God. For now we have communion by the
Spirit while in the body, but on the Last Day we will, with our own
eyes, see God and have full communion with Him in body and soul.
“But,” you might ask, “how do we pray.” Truly you know how. We are
inundated with prayer books and tools and so forth. The best of these, of
course, Is the Bible and the hymnbook (or Treasury of Daily Prayer, CPH,
because it has both together). If it was only a matter of how then the
case is easy and there is no reason why daily prayer should be difficult.
(cont’d. on next page)

But the how is not the problem, the why is the problem. The
why is the problem because the works of the flesh are against
the works of the Spirit so that we don’t do that which we ought to
do, which is to hear from the Father. Listening to God takes practice and patience. The flesh has no patience, and, frankly, no mechanism by which to converse with God, which is why “the dead do not
praise [Him]” (Psalm 115:17).
All that to say, yes, forming the godly virtue of prayer is hard, very
hard. But it is the virtue - the action toward the good - that must be
trained and developed and cared for since we have been given the
Spirit of God and have been made heirs with Christ to inherit the
eternal kingdom.
So one final word on prayer. It is not merely petitioning. Prayer
actually looks like the Divine Service wherein we hear from God and
then respond and then live in the glory of His Word. Prayer is corporate and then private, it flows from God who meets us in His Divine
Service, and carries us back to Him where He has promised to meet
us. So daily prayer without attending the Lord’s Service is little more
than pious god-talk. Daily prayer is the fruit of the Lord’s Service
even as the Lord’s Service is the goal of prayer, since on this side of
the vale of tears our closest communion with God is through His Service to us. Which means that prayer—daily, intentional prayer - looks
more like the Divine Service than might first seem obvious. So the
best way to form the godly virtue of daily prayer is to attend the
Lord’s Service as often as possible, and to desire to be with the Lord
whether in the body or away from it, for this is the whole of faith.

Divine forgetfulness

For humans, forgetfulness can be frustrating and worrisome. Yet it can
be a blessing to be able to forget certain things.
The late professor and author Gerhard E. Frost noted that “forgiveness is
a beautiful form of forgetfulness” — a heaven-sent absent-mindedness.
For what is failure to forgive but the refusal to release a memory of
someone’s hurtful actions? Only by releasing old grudges and choosing to
forget past wrongs can we find peace. For help, we can look to God as
the ultimate example of “forgetting” sins.
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PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS
At the Voters Meeting on August 16th, Suzanne Cooper was chosen to
be Immanuel’s Lay Delegate to the Kansas District Convention next
year, and Victor Schimming was chosen to be the Alternate Lay Delegate.
Pastor Lovett also led the meeting in presenting the process of choosing other nominations to Kansas District and Synodical positions.
Nominations were made for President and Vice President of District,
Circuit Visitor, and At Large member of the Board of Director. Pastor
Lovett was nominated to the Circuit Visitor position.
Josh Lovett and Carolyn Bromlow reported on experiences of their trip
to Ft. Wayne Seminary, it was interesting to hear from the young people of Immanuel.
The Board of Social Concerns made a presentation of their program
that shows appreciation of the Wichita Police Department local patrol
area officers. They also made available information on how Immanuel
will respond to requests for assistance from the homeless and other
people coming to our door looking for assistance.
On August 30th there will be (has been) a reception for several new
members of our church. Please be sure to welcome these new members.
George Huenergardt
President

“When we long for life without difficulties, remind us that oaks grow strong
in contrary winds and diamonds are made under pressure.” —Peter Marshall
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BOARD OF STEWARDSHIP
A disciple is one called by Jesus to deny himself; take up his cross,
and follow Jesus. As stewards living a God-pleasing life, we will
find that, just as Jesus endured the cross for the joy that was to follow, as we read in Hebrews 12, we, too, will have joy as we follow
Him.
As we serve Him with the gifts He has given us, as we give our
time to further the ministry of His Church, and as we give of our
financial resources, He will reward us with the joy that comes from
obedience to His command to “look not only to (our) own interests,
but also to the interest of others” (Philippians 2:4).
Bob Todd
Board of Stewardship

CELEBRATE LABOR DAY
Labor Day, first celebrated in 1882, provides a day of rest for
working Americans, showing their importance to the country’s well
-being.
Christians see work as a gift and command from God. Adam was
put in the Garden to “till it and keep it” (Genesis 2:15, NRSV).
Even Jesus chose workers to help carry out his mission.
Rest is just as significant as work. God commanded us to rest one
day each week (Exodus 20:10). The Sabbath is a time for worship,
family activities, renewal and recuperation.
Labor Day is a reminder to be grateful for the creativity, ingenuity,
minds and muscle power of countless workers — all gifts of God.
That’s worth setting aside a day to appreciate.
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BOARD OF PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
Greetings members of Immanuel! August was warm, but we made it
thru it. We changed some light bulbs, unclogged the condenser drain in
the refrigerator in the Main Kitchen (thanks Ken Loesing for the help).
After getting locked out of the undercroft from the foyer by the patio, George put in a new lockset in the door to the undercroft. (thanks
George). And I used the outside faucet on the west side of the church and
found out it will not shut off now! Amazing even I use and break
things! No worries, we capped it off to be repaired - hopefully by the time
you receive this newsletter. If not, the plan is to do it during the Workday
I have scheduled for Saturday September 12th at 9am. During this workday I with the help of you, hope to wash a few windows, put back up the
"You are now entering the Mission Field" sign as we exit our south lot onto
Market, change some more light bulbs,
move some soil (which will be delivered) to along the north side of the
church foundation along with some grass seed, and whatever else you think
we need to work on.
Other items on the agenda include starting/continue the work to install
the new security cameras and wire. Let George Huenergardt, Cecil Wulf,
Elaine Todd, Kevin Stuewe, or the church office know if you are willing to
help!
Also we are trying to get some ideas for new plantings around the
Church, please share your ideas with Board of Properties board members or
our hard working flower ladies Jane Huenergardt, Bev Giammasi, and
Renee Horton.
As always any help is appreciated, especially now that George is our
Church President, therefore I need to find a new member to officially replace him. Let me know if you are interested.
Thanks,
Kevin Stuewe
Board of Properties Chairman

A PRAYER FOR PRESPECTIVE
Eternal God! Grant us gratitude enough to look
backward and be thankful;
courage enough to look forward and be hopeful;
faith enough to look upward and be humble;
kindness enough to look outward and be helpful.
Amen.
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BOARD OF EVANGELISM
I would like to thank our 2 youth (Carolyn & Joshua) for sharing
their experience at Ft. Wayne with the congregation during the potluck Sunday, August 16. It was very informative. Good Job
Orphan Grain Train will also have a new location starting in September in Lincoln, Nebraska. That makes approximately 28 locations throughout the U.S. Shipments are continuing to be sent from
various locations. Here are some recently---99,792 mercy meals
went to Liberia--73,008 mercy meals to Haiti---and $40,000 was
sent to Lowes in Texas to be used for building materials to help
families with no home owners insurance from the devastating tornado.
Our local facility could use some more donations and then we will
be able to ship out (destination to be determined). So if your cleaning closets or downsizing keep OGT in mind. There is always
a need.

As we move into another school year pray for the students and their
teachers to stay safe in this pandemic situation.
Jean Stever--Evangelism

“Youth is the gift of nature, but age is a work of art.” —Stanislaw Jerzy

Gifts to spare

Do you want to tithe to the church but think you really can’t spare the
money? Try this experiment: At the beginning of the month, write a
check and deduct the amount from your checkbook.
Hold on to the check until the end of the month. By then, you’ll likely
discover you really can spare that money. Then you can place the check
in the offering plate as a cheerful giver.
—Dorothy Derrigan-DeLuyck
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Our beautiful organ - The original organ of Immanuel was constructed
in 1936. It is my understanding that at that point all the pipes were in
the chamber, therefore making them not visible to the congregation. In
1984, Immanuel invested $150,000 to rebuild the organ. Some members of Immanuel were able to tour the factory and John Leavitt had
input on how the organ was designed. The rebuild added new pipes as
well as included use of many of the original pipes. It was done by the
Reuter Organ Company of Lawrence, which was the original builder in
the 30’s. I met with the president of Reuter a few weeks ago to discuss
some of the maintenance issues with the organ that we have been
fighting the past couple of years. We are looking at using some undesignated memorials to help fund some of these projects. These are
not “emergency” projects, but they will assist with the future maintenance of the organ.
Immediate maintenance needed $6789
• Repair loose-fitting tuning slides and flute end caps
• Revoicing of the exposed pipes (metal pipes can “drift” over
time as well as dust or dirt getting in the pipes
• Complete organ tuning
• This is a 1-2 day job done at Immanuel
• My recommendation is that this is done as soon as we have
funds available
Console maintenance $10,138
• The combination action is inconsistent due to age
• The company is recommending a system does that does not
rely on a backup battery
• The thumb pistons would be replaced
• 128 memory settings
• This is a 2-3 day job done at Immanuel
• My recommendation is that this is done within the next few
years
(cont’d. on next page)
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Tonal Updates $25,981-39,658
•
•

•
•
•

Here is what the technician stated
Tonally, any organ is a product of its time and those who
conceived it. Your organ is unique in that the 1983 project
incorporates components and pipes from the original 1936
installation. Another unique aspect is the two 2’ stops in the
Swell – specifically, the 2’ Principal whose purpose is
mainly to tonally “glue” the high-pitched II Zimbel into the
chorus. While nice, these two stops offer little in the way of
leading worship and accompanying choirs.
He has made 2 different recommendations for changing
some of the higher pitched sounds (that I don’t use very
often because they struggle at staying in tune)
I would like to do more research into both of these recommendations before we make any decisions about what
would be necessary
These changes are not an immediate need, but they would
facilitate ease with the tuning of the organ

I plan to set a time for anyone who is interested and has questions
to meet in the sanctuary to discuss the needs. I can demonstrate
some of the problems, explain some of the mechanics, and explain how the changes made will help the organ and how it is used
in the worship setting.
Becky Schmidt

God of (all) the ages
It’s tempting to breeze through biblical genealogies, but those name
lists serve important purposes. They reveal the fulfillment of prophecy, tie together time periods and Bible books, and reveal how God
works in every age — and through people of all ages.
Consider the Old Testament’s many references to “the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.” That lineage-linked name reminds us that
God is the Lord of every succeeding generation and the friend of all.
Although people’s needs differ as they journey from youth to middle
age to their later years, God remains constant and ageless, fulfilling
his promises to all who seek him.
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LWML— Greetings,
The LWML quilters have been working hard to get caught up on
quilts since we could not meet for several months. Thanks to everyone who has been able to show up and work (and visit)! Our next
LWML meeting will be on September 10th. We will be putting the
school kits together and getting some items ready to be picked up
by the Lutheran World Relief truck on Tuesday, October
6th. LWML Sunday will be October 4th. Take care and stay safe.
Yours in Christ,
Phyllis Ioerger

“Every tomorrow has two handles. We can take hold of it with the handle of
anxiety or the handle of faith.” —Henry Ward Beecher

In a nutshell

A Sunday school teacher gave her second-graders a month to memorize
Psalm 23. One little boy was excited about the task but just couldn’t
remember the whole chapter.
When the day came for the children to recite Psalm 23 before the congregation, the nervous boy stepped up to the microphone and said,
“The Lord is my Shepherd, and that's all I need to know!”
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MORE FROM THE KEYBOARD

There are so many reasons that people
participate in music. We do it for our personal pleasure, to bring pleasure to
others, to “serve,” and many more. The main reason is to praise God. It is our
ministry and our way of sharing Christ with others. Music is to support the worship.
I am grateful for everyone who has been offering to serve musically
through this pandemic. While we are not going to go back to “normal” quite
yet, we are going to have more structure in our music ministry. I met with the
musicians to find out who was willing to start “serving” again through their music and the response was amazing. Please see below for your group and
schedule. It’s not too late to sign up. I am still working on bells. I will contact
the bells choir after I have the groups divided up.
Vocal Group 1 (Tracee piano)
Ron Balke Dan Snyder, Andrew Stuewe, David Bromlow, Martiya Stuewe,
Sarah Lovett, Kristi Lovett, Carolyn Bromlow
Vocal Group 2 (Tracee Piano)
Joe Doubrava, Adam Schmidt, Eric Stuewe, Stirling Schmidt, Brenda Muller,
Phyllis Ioerger, Kay Doubrava (We may need another lady to join this group.)

Date

Rehears- Special
al
Music
group

Choir
Choir
Rehears- Group
al

Bell Rehearsal

Bell

Offering

Sept 6

8:30 AM Solo/
Duet
from
Group 1

8:45 AM Group 1
Choir

Noon

Group 1
Bells

Open

Sept 13

8:30 AM Instrument

8:45 AM Group 1
Choir

Noon

Group 1
Bells

Open

Sept 20

8:45 AM Vocal
Group 1

8:45 AM Group 1
Choir

Noon

Group 1
Bells

Open

Sept 27

8:30 AM Bells
Group 1

9:00 AM Group 2
Choir

Noon

Group 2
Bells

Open

Oct 4

8:30 AM Solo/
Duet
from
group 2

8:45 AM Group 2
Choir

Noon

Group 2
Bells

Open

Oct 11

8:45 AM Vocal
Group 2

8:45 AM Group 2
Choir

Noon

Group 2
Bells

Open

Oct 18

8:30 AM Bells
Group 2

9:00 AM Group 1
Choir

Noon

Group 1
Bells

Open
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PLACES IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
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Kid’s Page
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YOU'RE INVITED TO THE GATHERING!! This is an annual celebration and benefit fundraiser for Fairmount Ministries.
This year, things will be a bit different because of Covid-19.
You get to decide when you want to participate in The Gathering this year, between 9/20 - 9/27! We will have the event at
Fairmount Ministries & Coffee Company. Your ticket will include a meal from Fairmount Coffee Company and a passport to
"The Tour de Fairmount". There will be fun activities planned;
including a virtual silent auction.
You can stop by during our normal operating hours, or join us
on one of the two Sundays we will open especially for this
event! Tickets are $35 per adult & $15 per child (12 & under).
For complete event details to and to RSVP visit
www.fairmountministries.org/the-gathering. You may also
RSVP, become an event sponsor, or provide a silent auction basket at 316-684-5224 or fairmountministries@gmail.com.
Proceeds of this event will bless our ministry with the resources to
continue to reach out to the students of WSU, young adults, and our
general community with the love and salvation of Jesus Christ!

I would like to thank everyone
for the beautiful birthday cards
you sent for my 98th birthday. I
feel blessed to have such a caring
and thoughtful church family.
—Gladys Pagenkopf
To our church friends: Your prayers and generous expressions
of sympathy during the illness and death of Rachel’s father and
Sondra’s brother, James Wullenweber, are true consolations to
us and we thank you.
– Sondra and Vic Schimming
and Rachel Wullenweber Borgstrom
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Frank Sandifer
Sue Hoger
Wilma Gunther
Sarah Lovett
Lorna Hohman
Trey Dafforn
John Lewallen
Darlene Kraus
Gretchen Cox

Joe & Karen Doubrava

DATE

9/23

9/1
9/2
9/4
9/14
9/17
9/20
9/22
9/28
9/30

YEARS

8

Official Acts during August, 2020
Transferred In: The Wright family from Zion, Newton, KS
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